A booming Muslim destination: A glimpse into Thailand’s other side

Biravij Suwanpradhes, Ambassador of Thailand to Brunei Darussalam with the travelling Brunei group at the Arts of the Kingdom exhibition in Thailand

Taking a first-hand look on facilities provided to Muslim travellers

Centre of Thailand – one of the largest mosques in Bangkok, with an accommodating capacity of more than 1,000 people and featuring two big call-to-prayer halls marked by a unique architectural design.

Hotel houses two restaurants serving Halal dishes. Drown and Bakarat; the latter is a fine dining restaurant located on the mezzanine floor. It is 10km away from Bangkok city centre, which is home to famous shopping spots such as the Mall Central World, Paragon, Platinum and MBK. During peak hours, it will take roughly 30 to 45 minutes by car to reach the bustling city centre.

Thailand in its entirety is vast and welcoming, drenched in culture and exhibiting warm hospitality. Its ‘Amazing Thailand’ tourism slogan is echoed not only in its major cities and tourist spots, but throughout the whole country. More and more people who have travelled to Thailand a number of times and had visited Bangkok, Phuket, Pattaya, Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai and the Golden Triangle. I was glad to add another location to my list. It’s a Thai province that draws tourists from Bangkok.

There, our Brunei group were hosted to a round trip to Suphattra Land by the Governor of Rayong Province, Siirasak Chancharamdee – a close friend of Ambassador Suwanpradhes, who enjoys a fruit buffet and a lunchbox at a Muslim restaurant, curiously named ‘Makan Kari’.

Members of the Islamic Committee in Rayong welcomed us at the restaurant. We are by no means the first Bruneian visitors to Rayong. Brunei’s 298 players have been here before for a friendly match against the PTT Rayong football club. What sets a community in Rayong apart is able to speak Malay, though not fluently, this makes one visit much more memorable.

A trip to the Rayong province is not complete without visiting Pataraya. On our way to Bangkok, we managed to swing by the popular beach city. We ended staying overnight at the Centara Pattaya Hotel – one of Thailand’s leading hotel and resort chains – and visiting some of the latest Pataraya tourist spots.

The swimming pool at Al-Meroz Hotel in Bangkok. Male and female guests are allotted different times for swimming pool and gym usage.

A view of the Al-Meroz Hotel in Bangkok, which features a magnificent fusion of Arabian and Thai architectural designs.

A booming Muslim destination: A glimpse into Thailand’s other side

SEVERAL Brunei journalists were recently on a five-day Muslim familiarisation trip to Bangkok, organised by the Tourism Authority of Thailand and the Royal Thai Embassy. The journalists were invited to have a first-hand look on some of the facilities and incentives provided for Muslim travellers to Thailand.

The group, made up of journalists from Berita Harian and Media Permulaian, enjoyed a few Brunei travel operators were accorded hospitality at its host at the prestigious Al-Meroz Hotel in Bangkok. This five-star hotel is designed and provided with a prayer mat, a prayer time schedule (30 per cent of the hotel staff are Muslim). Each hotel room has the Qiblat compass and also doubles up as a guidebook (available even when offline) to mosques and Muslim-friendly accommodations.

Al-Quran and the navigation. After a quick install and browse-through, one can use functions such as a Kiblat compass and map navigation. One of the two prayer halls at the Al-Meroz Hotel in Bangkok. The hotel is designed and provided with a prayer mat, a prayer time schedule (30 per cent of the hotel staff are Muslim). Each hotel room has the Qiblat compass and also doubles up as a guidebook (available even when offline) to mosques and Muslim-friendly accommodations.
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